1 Problems

Do the following problems. You do not need to turn in answers for the ones marked “Not to turn in”. Most such problems will be those for which the textbook provides an answer in the back of the book, so you can check your work.

If you are covered by the Academic Honor Code, treat this assignment as pledged work (writing “pledged” and your name on what you turn in).

1. (Not to turn in.) Do problem 2, parts (c) and (d), on p. 42 of the textbook.
2. (4 points) Do problem 2, parts (e), (f), (g), and (h), on p. 42 of the textbook.
3. (Not to turn in.) Do problem 4, part (a), on p. 42 of the textbook.
4. (Not to turn in.) Do problem 6, parts (a) and (b), on p. 42 of the textbook.
5. (Not to turn in.) Do problem 10, parts (a) and (b), on p. 43 of the textbook.
6. (6 points) Using the predicate symbols shown and appropriate quantifiers, write each English-language statement as a predicate wff. (The domain is the whole world.)

   \[ W(x) \text{ is ”} x \text{ is a positive integer.”} \]
   \[ P(x) \text{ is ”} x \text{ is prime.”} \]
   \[ G(x, y) \text{ is ”} x \geq y.” \]

   • Some positive integers are prime.
   • Not all positive integers are prime.
   • For every positive integer \( n \), there is a positive integer \( m \) such that \( m \) is prime and \( m \geq n. \)
   • There is a largest prime.

7. (Not to turn in.) Do problem 19, part (a), on p. 45 of the textbook.
8. (Not to turn in.) Do problem 8 on p. 57 of the textbook.
9. (Not to turn in.) Do problem 10 on p. 58 of the textbook.
10. (Not to turn in.) Do problem 15 on p. 58 of the textbook.

13. (Not to turn in.) Do problem 23 on p. 58 of the textbook.

14. (Not to turn in.) Do problem 29 on p. 59 of the textbook.